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About This Game

For PC gamers who enjoy multiplayer games with a bit of intelligence, intrigue and ingenuity, The Ship is a murder mystery
alternative to traditional FPS multiplayer games. Each player is given a Quarry to kill - and must evade their own Hunter in the

process, all set on board a series of 1920s art deco cruise ships.

The Ship is owned by the mysterious Mr X and as one of many 'lucky' recipients of a free ticket you arrive on board The Ship to
find there's a catch to your luxury cruise. You are coerced into a brutal Hunt to indulge Mr. X's fantasies, under threat of death

for not only yourself, but also your family. Your only chance to save yourself and your family is to play the Hunt and win.

Combining stealthy multiplayer action and a needs system, The Ship is a truly unique gaming experience.

This package includes a tutorial, The Ship Single Player, which introduces you to some gameplay mechanics and
storyline, and The Ship Multiplayer where you can hunt and be hunted by other players.
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It's very immersive and extremely fun if your team works together, but my biggest issue is the ability for either team to
dominate 100%, once you get the correct positions you cannot be taken down due to the teleport mechanic. You just camp at
certain key locations like ramps where you can only be shot from one position and then spam that place while your team behind
you takes down the core.

It's extremely unpolished for that price, I'd buy it for 5\u20ac but the map design really needs some work.. So real ! Graphics
are outstanding. Not a gimme like other Vr Shooters. Takes practice to get good. Compete in different contests for world
ranking.. Hello everybody,

if you feel like and have interest in really good survival games, also like retro graphics, then I can only warmly recommend
Unveil. A team of 3 people (a single programmer, two music composers) creates something really great and offers on top of that
absolutely great, reliable support. A few days ago I reported a bug which is apparently occurred in only a relatively few people.
For days I had several e-mail contact, and together we went through a lot of tests to fix it daily with the developer. There's a lot
of commitment behind what nowadays is wished and wanted of many indie developers and therefore you should support this
with full force! :)

Just visit the shop page and make sure to check it out. DO u know other games on Steam which were rated 100% (!) positive?

So come on, support the developers and spread the word. Such games need to be more popular and the developers needs to be
rewarded for their very good work :)

Hallo zusammen,

wenn ihr Lust auf und Interesse an wirklich guten Survivalspielen habt, nebenbei auch noch auf Retrografik steht, dann kann ich
euch Unveil nur w\u00e4rmstens ans Herz legen. Ein Team von 3 Leuten (ein einzelner programmiert, zwei musikkomponisten)
schafft hier etwas wirklich Gro\u00dfartiges und bietet obendrein noch einen absolut tollen, zuverl\u00e4ssigen Support. Vor
einigen Tagen habe ich einen Bug gemeldet, der scheinbar bei nur relativ wenigen Leuten aufgetreten ist. Tagelang hatte ich
dann mehrmals t\u00e4glich mit dem Entwickler Email-Kontakt und gemeinsam haben wir durch viele Tests den Fehler
beheben k\u00f6nnen. Es steckt sehr viel Engagement dahinter, was man sich heutzutage von vielen Indie-Entwicklern
w\u00fcnscht und daher sollte man dies mit voller Kraft unterst\u00fctzen! :)

Besucht einfach mal die Shopseite und vergewissert euch. Kenn ihr noch andere Spiele, die zu 100% (!) positiv bewertet
wurden?

Helf mit, damit solche Spiele bekannt werden und die Entwickler f\u00fcr ihre sehr gute Arbeit belohnt werden :). Definitly too
short, it's more like a chapiter than a real story.. Needs some application examples such as the Driving School UK app sample -
or something like a normal app for those who want to use this for making more than just games (why not - based on the Driving
School app it can do it).

CSV, XML reading and parsing from a HTPP request, showing stock prices etc. these need to be added as examples to this pack
that I bought!. I'm going to give this game a negative review.
I've not played a lot of it but I'm very frustrated by one thing and I know it will never change and its not a matter of skill.

Its the dialog, the writing style in this game is annoying beyond words. 99% of the game relies on text to tell you whats going on,
not a problem. But the dialog choices themselves PAIN ME. Its all references, not memes, not jokes, not even puns.
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing references. And not even good ones, whole dialog lines and product brands are referenced barely
with out any change.

This game bills itself as a sci-fi'd up mad max but its all just reference garbage and the ocasional opition to just blast an NPC's
head off rather than talk to them.

There not even good references, Stuff like calling a rum hording pirate "Captain Morgan" or having raiders yell "Meat's back on
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the menu" out of date, unfunny, just repeating phrases from known properties in the hopes you will recognize it and laugh like a
cat trained to push a bell for food.

I don't know how you expect me to feel bad for killing an inocent old man when theres no punishment for doing it and his name
is \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing "Bad Max" if he had some decent characterization that wasn't just a meme maybe i'd hesitate
but you've given me a guilt and effort free method of conflict resolution so why should I bother being invested in your world
when it has nothing original to offer me?. A very simple game with very limited colour choices, it could be better off with
variety of colours like Colour Pencil Box.
This game is very simple yet it has some bug that upon touch\/click colour on drawing it remain blank.
To simply put, the content has roughly 12 drawing. Each with limited 7-8 choices of colour only but still is good for the toddlers
to click around and learn the how to use and move the mouse at the same time havin fun with the animation and catchy tunes.

Dev should consider putting in more content and more variety type of animal that are normally seen by toddlers;
such as Elephant, Bambi (Deer), Cute Fluffy Bunny Rabbit, Giraffe, Lion, Dinosaur, Hippotamus, Little Mouse, Cat and Dog
those creature that are usually seen at Flash Card or Toddler books and that would be great help.
For the current lack of content...This game worth best at 80% discount, for 70% is still acceptable and fair but definitely not at
FULL PRICE.

Hopefully Dev could update the content with more Cute Animal and more Variety of Colour Pencil Choices. Anyway Thanks
dev for making this fun and colourful game avail in STEAM.. Simple Play game
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The BEST MLG videogame EVER!

IGN: 10\/10

MLG: 69\/69

YouTube: 1440p\/1080p

9GAG: meme\/100

Reddit: 1\/1

MasterCard: 321\/123

Google chrome: $$$\/$$$

4\u0441han: memes\/memes

illuminati: \u25b2\/\u25b2. I was surprisingly satisfied. I truly enjoyed playing this game. Challenging but not too hard. Loved
the art work, colors, setting, and sounds. Worth the price although I bought it for 50% off. I'd recommend to anyone who enjoys
a point\/click\/drag puzzle style game.. It's ok. But everything is just so haphazard. For example:

-Some graphics have layered PSD versions, some don't.

-Some graphics look painstakingly illustrated, while others look crude and slapdash.

-Some animation sequences are poorly named, causing most programs to display them in the wrong order when importing.

-The folder structure is all over the place. Want some rocky ground? No problem, just go to \\jungle scene & platform\\rocks
.........or......... mini packs\\spaceforce\\terrain ............or........ \\landbuilder ..........or......... who knows where else. Searching
won't always help, because not all files are named helpfully.

-The pack is all over the place stylistically - pixelart, painterly, cartoony, 3D render, etc. - yet chances are that no one style is
represented enough to really be useful for a whole game.

Because of the haphazard nature of the pack, and the uneven quality of the graphics, this isn't really suitable for anything more
than a backup library that you dip into infrequently, for placeholders or starting points. That's all I personally needed it for, so
it's done its job, and I'm reasonably satisfied.

However, for what it is, it's definitely overpriced. I feels very "quantity over quality", yet the quantity of graphics isn't even that
great. At this price, I can't really recommend it.. Cute simple short puzzle game.. Pretty cute. I thought I would prefer the
aesthetic pack but really I found the animals far more interesting. I now have two gazelles on my desktop. Their names are Bob
and Charlotte. I love Bob and Charlotte.. Ogrest is a fun tale about a creature that is followed by bad luck, and his quest to find
love.
This is a kid friendly movie, and reminds me of the days when I would spend hours watching any Studio Ghilbi I could find.

My only gripe with this movie is that it has two or three conflicting art styles, but other than that this is a great use of your
money.. I like this, probably because I purchased it. No buyers regret from me!
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